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Housing has always been an urgent question in modern times: how to provide for 
increasing demand and quickly changing patterns of living. The most audacious 
experiment in modern housing, the Swedish Million Programme, is over 50 years old; these 
estates are ageing and have become misaligned with modern ways of living, rendering 
them susceptible to segregated neighbourhoods and neglect, and out of date in terms 
of energy use. While a new housing shortage looms, the renovations to million program 
buildings could potentially provide some insights into the housing problem. 

This thesis departs from a participatory design point of view. Residents have been the 
most marginalised group of all the parties who come together to make housing; I contend 
that this is one of the fundamental issues of all housing that are designed with little 
adaptability and hence are dated with a fixed lifespan, after which changing lives begin to 
make them redundant. However, a user-driven process and designs that afford adaptation 
according to changing needs may allow housing to have an inherently longer life, and 
affect the social cohesion and sense of place of the city as well.

The method is to test architectural strategies to a building of the million programme 
in Umeå, to bring out potentials and possibilities of participation in such a context. The 
main strategy is a Support and Infill model of incremental addition: the design of fixed 
infrastructure and of potential changes that may be added onto it. Speculating possible 
configurations of addition may provide some insight about the benefits and pitfalls of such 
and similar systems of refurbishment, and of participation.

Abstract
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The thesis is based on three premises:

1. In our age, the vast majority of our needs are satisfied by products readily available on 
the market. Housing is no exception to this relatively recent history. The kind of housing 
available to many people is predefined and packaged more or less-- most people live in 
readymade products. This leaves very little for the user of a house to be able to decide (1) 
how she would like the house to be in the first place, and (2) to modify it as and when need, 
or desire, requires.

2. Construction, the building, changing of houses and living environments, used to 
be  knowledge that existed within the community, and therefore within the general 
consciousness of most people. This ability has now been separated from the community 
into specialised, discrete disciplines. Neither the notion to change and adapt the living 
environment exists, nor the ability to do so. There exists a Gap between the natural 
necessity, and the ability, to modify one’s own living environment.

3. Building sustainably is now a crucial aspect of designing housing; the strategies to make 
housing more available must include not only planning for new housing on greenfield sites 
but also to reinterpret and re-use more efficiently existing housing estates. Building less 
and re-using are precursors to building anew.

Given the premises, the thesis examines existing housing in Sweden under the following 
questions:

1. How can existing housing be used to try and bridge the gap between the Will and the 
Ability to modify one’s own living environment? How can the process of living, and hence 
the construct of the housing, become more adaptable, involving, enabling for the dweller? 

2. How can design encourage more decision-making and participation from the user 
community? 

3. Is there scope within the Swedish Million Programme for reinterpretation and adaptation 
to allow the different, changing demographies and requirements for housing prevalent 
today?

Premises and
Research Questions
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“Today’s houses may even be well-planned, easy to keep, attractively cheap, open to 
air, light and sun, but – do the houses in themselves hold any guarantee that dwelling 
occurs in them?”
-Martin Heidegger,  Building, Dwelling, Thinking1

1.1 The Built Environment

In his book The Structure of the Ordinary: Form and control in the built environment,  N. 
J. Habraken explains that the making of buildings and homes was an activity, like most 
other trades, whose knowledge was held in common. Communities of people were 
occupied, for their daily subsistence, in activities varying type and complexity. Most of the 
time, such tasks were divided up by skill or profes sion. Even so, people generally were 
aware of the processes that other peoples’ occupations required to be performed. In pre-
industrial societies the reasons for this are palpable. The smaller the community, the more 
connection and interaction within it’s boundaries. People saw every day the labours of the 
blacksmith, carpenter, weaver and baker. Societies that sustained themselves had to know 
and support the trades and skills vital to their own well-being. Building houses involved 
a collection of such trades and was in the same way taken care of. This can still be seen 
today in parts of the world not totally dependent yet on modern development. Habraken 
elaborates:

“For thousands of years, built environments of great richness and complexity arose 
informally and endured. Knowledge about how to make ordinary environment was 
ubiquitous, innately manifest in the everyday interactions.”2

This shared knowledge-base, the culture that engendered such a sharing and incubation 
of ideas and skills, has been replaced, held by more specialised instruments. At least in 
‘developed’ societies, it does not exist in the same forms as before. I would like to discuss 
in short some of the reasons for this that may be the most significant. 

1.2 Very Advanced Technology

The leapfrogging of technology in every sector of today’s life means that there remain 
very few things people use that they can repair by themselves– even the basic workings 
of common gadgets now are beyond possible comprehension of most users. Things 
get ‘smarter’; almost every machine has now a microchip brain to out-think human 
inefficiency and provide relief to mundane undertakings. So popular is the need to be ever 
more accurate and stress-free that entire cities are designed from scratch to behave 

1. Martin Heidegger, ‘Building, Dwelling, Thinking’, in Neil Leach (ed.), Rethinking 
architecture: A reader cultural theory (New York: Routledge, 1997)
2.     N. J. Habraken, and Jonathan Teicher, The structure of the ordinary: Form and control in the 
built environment (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1998).

Chapter 1:
Housing Today
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‘smartly’ and allow the humans within to have to do no redundant thinking whatsoever3. 
This goes for building too. While architecture is still an expression that even in modern 
formations, harks back to our archetypical histories, technology is already way past the 
capacity of the average resident to be able to add, modify or sometimes even repair houses.

1.3 Global Material Sources

Not only is the science of things highly advanced, but also obscure are the processes that 
make the parts of things, where their materials come from, and who applied what skills to 
make them. Most things depend on long chains of supply and management that extend 
their nets well around the world. The now almost ubiquitous global political economy 
carves out cheapest supplies and creates markets where capital can be maximised. With 
technology and transportation today, the scope is the whole planet. Houses are no more 
made from materials found and forged nearby, and are therefore just as difficult to modify 
locally. This is a paradigm that has so strongly become the status quo of most of the 
developed world that it can be extremely difficult and certainly more expensive to try and 
source materials locally. Additionally, the processes of certification of materials, regarding 
a host of criteria required fulfilled for legal use, make it that much harder to try and propose 
solutions that are local, lower-tech or experimental. 

1.4 Pigeonholed Assembly Line Planning

The organisational structures by which buildings are conceived and executed are fixed 
in such a way that their rigidity aggressively safeguards existing ways of going about it. 
Politicians, planners, construction companies and contractors, engineers, consultants and 
architects all have their allotted positions in a laid-out process. While this is a well-oiled 
process in many parts of the world, it is also obvious that on the ground, there are many 
problems with the built environment and the way in which people have to use it. 

“The built world is not in very good shape, and the responsibility for this situation cannot be 
laid in the hands of any one profession”,

says Howard Davis4. Each agency acts within their capacities and interests. On the one hand 
this appears to make the process more efficient with the division of labour; on the other it 
seems to fragment the actual sharing and understanding of issues across the board. It is 
common for each agency involved to complain about the thoughtlessness of one or more 
of the others precisely because they are each left separately to achieve their own narrow 
goals. This is accentuated by the compartmentalisation of these agencies: each of these 

3.     Smart cities have been variously envisioned- they commonly feature sensors for every aspect 
of human lives that, without conscious effort, would monitor and solve issues as they appear in 
everything from personal health to waste management. Actual projects like Songdo, Korea or 
Masdar City, U.A.E. have not yet become the utopias that had been they projected to be.
4.     Howard Davis, The culture of building (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2006).
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professional teams work separately, in space and time; the difficulty this arrangement 
makes it quite hard for people to be motivated to spend more time working together, and 
allow the interface between different types of thought bring up newer solutions for the 
same problems. The assembly-line of design and planning inevitably produces results that 
were predetermined in the very nature of this fragmented system– thinking afresh takes 
monumental energy and continuous commitment from all parties to change the way this 
conveyor-belt moves. In this way the making of our environment continues unquestioned 
for the most part, and does not afford the space for thinking that may need to change this 
flow.  Davis continues:

“Everyone is ‘right’, yet the built environment does not really get better. It satisfies the 
quantifiable and separate needs of individual institutions, but as many people have pointed 
out, much of it is fragmented, lacking in humanity, without real depth of feeling.”5

Knowledge of building today is the opposite of a shared and commonly held resource: it 
has been parsed into separate bits discretely handled by different skill-sets. 

1.5 The Gap between the Built Environment and the User

These factors, among others, separate by many degrees the provision and design of 
housing from the agency of the user. This is a gap that intensifies the problem of our 
fragmented society, and furthers the individual’s direct dependence on global systems 
of production. At the level of the neighbourhood, this inability of the house to be modified 
according to changing lives constrains a ‘sense of place’ from developing– and with it 
restrains the sense of ownership and identity.

1.6 Why the Gap persists

The world market has opened up in the last half-century than ever before; more localities 
are subsumed under the strong and still expanding network of capitalism. The world is 
a more homogenous place than before, the marketplace is global. Conversely, society 
is atomised: rather than communities, individuals fend for themselves and are directly 
connected to this global world. This fragmented environment is propagated by and for 
capitalist agents; the more separate the fragments, the easier it is for the market to take 
advantage of the weakness of the small units, be they communities, families or individuals.

Beginning with the industrial revolution and through the burgeoning of the current 
dominant political paradigm, housing becomes a design problem to be solved en masse. 
The modern city as a generator of work and wealth has found resonance wherever 
industry has been used as a tool for growth, and only since then has there been the need 
to house many thousands within short spans of time. Housing is no stranger to the 

5.    ibid.
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commodification of our most basic needs, and ends up being an object of dire necessity and 
desire, subsumed under the category of a consumer product. 

A majority of urban citizens are engaged in jobs outside of the home; home, then is not 
something that begins and develops with the lifestyle but is something to be procured. 
Picture-perfect homes peddled on the market sell with them attractive lives– attractive 
images mask standardisation and homogeneity, and increasing mediocrity of the housing 
stock. People expect these places to be ready-made and look like they were advertised. The 
casualties are on both sides: profit margins have known to produce bad construction and 
more waste; and people can hardly afford to have an idea or opinion about how the built 
environment can or could be better. 

Part of the attraction of the ‘package’ of housing that is sold to the consumer is the idea 
that she is, in the act of buying what she wants, exercising her freedom. Within the idea 
of individual freedom comes also the responsibility to ‘work out her life’ entirely on her 
own– with the force of personal will and opinion. This opinion is built up, in turn, by media,  
marketing and the ‘spectacle’;6 thus bound to follow the dictated needs prescribed by 
the market. With this model then the production of housing can also be dropped on the 
consumer by force– this is what is available, take it or leave it. Profit drives quality and 
expectations lower. The assumption that this system creates is that housing can only be 
created independently of the users, their opinions and needs. This idea relieves, in a way, the 
hapless individual from having to decide and make her own house; the system reinforces 
that only the market can make what she wants. This vicious cycle propagates the gap 
between user agency and design/provision of housing, across time and across the globe.

1.7 Housing and Sustainability

Today, the discourse of sustainability circulates many ideas related to housing that counter 
the way of life that has led to alarming changes in the environment. A large proportion this 
conversation revolves around the idea of energy, and how to reduce the carbon footprint of 
building, both in construction and use. This discourse has been pervasive enough to garner 
heavy political will:

“In the field of spatial and infrastructural planning, environmental impact assessments make 
up an official part of European planning regulations for a long time already and public and 
political attention for this aspect has steadily increased. [As a contrast] in the developing 
world, sustainable building techniques [are] based on locally available resources...”7

6.    With reference to Guy Debord’s explaination of the term Spectacle, meaning in general the 
mass media.
Guy Debord, The society of the spectacle (New York: Zone Books, 1995).
7.    Vandevyvere H, Heynen H. Sustainable Development, Architecture and Modernism: Aspects 
of an Ongoing Controversy. MDPI. 2017. Available at: http://www.mdpi.com/2076-0752/3/4/350. 
Accessed April 21, 2017.
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While the direct environmental impact and related calculations are an important aspect 
of the discourse, for the most part this view assumes the continuation of conventional 
(developed-world) habits of comfort. These imply not just luxurious standards of physical 
tranquillity, but also therefore include abstract aspects of personal privacy and space, and 
inevitably for an individuated society, consumption for personal satisfaction. To achieve 
environmentally friendly buildings by carbon calculations and still consume increasing 
amounts of material to produce those buildings circumvents the core of the problem 
of sustainability, which is: our lifestyles today depend on the availability of products and 
services produced by the global markets; in turn, the running of the market needs us to 
be divided into fragments and be dependant on the its supplies. Because of this the earth, 
in every way, is a poorer place. This system is not cyclic, but terminal– and therefore by 
definition, one that cannot be sustained for very long. It will require a re-questioning of the 
lives we lead, in its very basics.

Housing is one of these basics that is at the centre of the sustainability discussion. If 
societies are to become more coherent and community spirit is to be engendered, there 
must be ways of living that creates less dependency on global forces. There need to be 
created lateral relations between people, neighbours and neighbourhoods; and the manner 
in which housing is designed undoubtably affects the patterns of living and relating. While 
the sourcing of material and construction techniques need to become more local and 
ecological, the decision of what, where and how to build must also involve more equally 
the agencies involved. 

Most important, and perhaps the most marginalised agency, is the users of the housing 
themselves. After all housing is about, and for, the people who will be housed. Their 
participation is vital to generating newer and more sustainable methods of creating living 
environments, yet their part in the design and execution of housing is largely negligible. 

1.8 The Standardisation of People

The attraction that pulls thousands of tourists a month to Siena, Italy, or Jaiselmer, India, is 
the existence of a particular character of place. These are places where cultures developed 
over centuries; the expressions of their culture grew more particular during those times. 
The built environments there are responses to people’s needs and manners of living. The 
method of building, the material technology, organisations of people who made the parts 
of buildings had to abide by limits set naturally by the state of economy and technology. 
These environments are representations of an enmeshed system of making and decaying, 
responsive to climate, culture, and living-- environments made to change with the pulsing, 
shifting contours of the cultures and places themselves. Their forms directly represented 
a need, or a want, or a whim of the person using them; these environments were often 
built by the people who were going to use them, or at least in close connection with the 
agencies who provided the skills and labour.
What is different about housing today is precisely this: Common Standards are assumed 
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to work for whole populations of tenants and owners. 

This is the concept of Mass Housing– a response to the sudden coagulation of thousands 
of people into very small regions following the onset of the Industrial  revolution. This 
phenomenon of the 19th century was unprecedented: it caused thousands of people to 
move from the country into places that suddenly became centres of production and trade. 
It is since the time that people needed to be provided housing on a large scale– by owners 
of industry who suddenly commanded large populations of people required to work in their 
factories. Poorly designed housing accommodated inhuman densities of people in places of 
production like Manchester; people lived in unhealthy squalor most of the time. In the 20th 
century, the manufacturing infrastructure was dedicated to production for the World Wars. 
After nearly thirty years, battered Europe was in need of a new vision to heal from the world 
wars, and the 50s and 60s became a time of building whole cities again, with new ideals of 
the world. People had to be housed quickly, and this time under the banners of equality and 
affordability. 

“The need for reform in housing and urban settlements was largely driven by the desire to 
build a new Utopia, free of slums and informal settlements”,

explains Nabeel Hamdi8. Many architects and planners had had time to reflect on the causes 
and meaning of conflict and war, and rigorously employed the social class-equality brought 
by science and industry to the fore to realise this new vision. With machine-precision and 
mass production it was quickly possible to make true.

“Standardisation, it was thought, was the key to mass production. If you could reduce it all 
to numbers, type plans and building components, then you could make it all cheaper and 
quicker. Everywhere, in cities of countries in the north and south, the demolition of slums 
and clearance of informal settlements was the norm.”

In the process, what has forcibly been made to fit into this standard is the many diverse 
lives of families and individuals. In the medieval, rural and vernacular, the character of the 
built environment is a crystallisation of precisely this– the potentially changing lives and 
relationships of groups of people. New buildings of high density and standard designs began 
to be built everywhere after the wars; this was predominantly in the typology of the multi-
family multi-storey housing block.

This typology, made more feasible in the last century by the invention of Reinforced 
Concrete, as well as by wholesale reproduction of Le Corbusier’s Maison Domino, is now 
ubiquitous. So are the problems related to this type, that we can connect reasonably 
with the malaise of the individuated society. Buildings designed for privacy and personal 
freedom can be seen by the same gestures to minimise interaction between neighbours; 
neighbourhoods bereft of encouraging social spaces; an urban morphology of standardised, 
monotonous, repeating flat facades. This type of building, then, encapsulates the values 

8.     Nabeel Hamdi, Housing without houses: Participation, flexibility, enablement (London: 
Intermediate  Technology, 1991).
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conceived and propagated by and for a world of capital and industrial development. By 
UN estimates the urban population will be roughly double of that of the rural9 by 2050; if 
this is truly to be the case, there will doubtless need to be more mass housing. Most of 
this housing will conceivably be some mutation of the multi-family block. At the same 
time, if the antidote to this runaway socio-political climate is to be found and forged, then 
this movement reflect on the nature of the housing block and require a reinterpretation. If 
local communities are again to be revived and fostered, the block-of-flats type must be 
brought back on the drawing board, into the conversations about neighbourhood, place, 
sustainability and resilience.

1.9 Identity and Complexity in Housing

The physical manifestation of this story are estates of social housing seen all over the 
world. The most extreme form of this typology has been illustrated in Le Corbusier’s 
plan for Paris, the Plan Viosin. While it was never close to realisation, it contains the basic 
ingredients of such planning which was carried out everywhere to make public housing: 
stacked floors to achieve density, equally-spaced buildings for equality of light, ventilation, 
space and recreation– repeated over a given region. The issue with this type of planning 
occurs at two scales, that of the individual, and the neighbourhood (or city). These are 
mutually intertwined, and at the core are the same: that the standardisation masks 
complexity inherent in human lives and relationships, in the action of living. Standards 
applied to everyone assert a violence on potential expression of the mores of maturing as 
human beings. Richard Sennett has written and lectured extensively about this aspect of 
cities (most expressive in the title of his book “The Uses of Disorder: Personal Identity and 
City Life”), and says: 

“The process of human maturation, particularly the passage into adulthood, requires that 
human beings learn how to deal with situations beyond their personal control, and with 
persons who are strangers to them, strangers who are ineradicably different, and difficult 
to understand.”10

What is obvious with a cursory look at a lot of public housing built in the latter half of the 
last century is that it is consciously designed to help lives get simpler, avoid uncomfortable 
social interactions, let individuals be more isolated from each other. The designs seem to 
be motivated by the absolute rationale of the standards of the day; the housing of people 
was more about numbers and statistics than understanding culture, growth and health of 
cities. 

Architects and planners critical of these developments have sought to bring back the 
differences extant within populations, to try and bring into action models of housing that 

9.    World urbanization prospects - population division - United Nations (2014),  <https://esa.
un.org/unpd/wup/DataQuery/> [accessed 1 March 2017].
10.     Sennett R. The Uses Of Disorder. 1st ed. New Haven [etc.]: Yale University Press; 2008.
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are able to bring forth expressions of difference. Aldo Van Eyck, along with Team X– made 
the distinction in meaning between the architectural (and connoting a rational approach) 
term ‘Space’ and the more social and descriptive ‘Place’. 

“Whatever time and space mean, place and occasion mean more”,

he says.11 This separation of the ideas of Space and Place helps move the discourse 
towards an understanding of peoples actual lives, needs and differences. Architects and 
planners create ‘Space’: precisely dimensioned, following a rational requirement. On the 
other hand  people, and their use of spaces, make Places. Places hold clues to the comings 
and goings of groups and individuals, and of their habits and likes and tendencies. There 
is held within this term the idea that people participate to make Place. This involves the 
struggle to get over, or accept, differences in opinions and lifestyles, to ‘live with’ antagonistic 
or inscrutable behaviour. Creating possibilities for interaction, letting diversity actually play 
a part in the design process and the ‘becoming’ of places must be a part of the process 
of making housing. Jane Jacobs’ famous criticism of planning practices inverted the 
long-standing dogma that ‘people should not be on the street’-- she proposed that a lively 
neighbourhood, and a safe one, was one where there were “eyes on the street” nearly all 
the time.12 A neighbourhood with scales of easy interaction and a good mix of commercial 
and residential allowed for one type of model where an understanding of everyday living 
was prioritised. Nabeel Hamdi, world authority on participatory design and community 
action planning, prefers to be called a “placemaker” (rather than architect, planner, or expert) 
because this term

“...is inclusive of all who make and sustain the quality of human settlements, including 
principally the people and communities who are the inhabitants. The intelligence of place, 
I continue to maintain, is in the streets of places everywhere, not in the planning offices of 
bureaucracy.”13

Housing, then needs to follow more closely the contours of the lives of people who will 
occupy it. It is their involvement, from the beginning schemes to the drawings that would 
vitalise the nature of the housing; there needs to be a more equal say for all the parties 
involved to make the process more true to the needs of the community and to the interests 
of a healthy city.

11.     As quoted in Nabeel Hamdi, Housing without houses: Participation, flexibility, 
enablement (London: Intermediate Technology, 1991).
12.     Jane Jacobs, The Death And Life Of Great American Cities (Vintage Books, A division of 
Random House, Inc 2011).
13..    Nabeel Hamdi 1991.
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Conclusion 

The capacity of an urban fabric to express changing lives and to allow a user’s needs to 
dictate the shape of their built environment are desirable qualities. They may positively 
affect not only the life of the individual or the family, but for the neighbours and the 
neighbourhood– and by extension the perception and use of the outside spaces and 
the city. This would mean that the idea of change and flexibility have to be built into the 
design; the way most housing is made today, it has a built in obsolescence. The process of 
design and provision of housing needs to become more porous and based on the needs 
of the community, assuming that lives of people are fluid, and will change. If housing can 
adjust and delay obsolescence for longer, that which can be actively sustained by small 
interventions, is already, by definition, sustainable. Habraken: 

“In short, the very durability and transcendence of the built environment is possible only 
because there is continuous change... [It] is indeed organic: continuous renewal and 
replacement of individual cells preserves it, giving it the ability to persist.”14

Housing scarcity affects many parts of the world including developed countries and 
the engines are running to tackle them; the opportunity, in a rapidly changing world and 
increasing unpredictability, is to find field of solutions that are “smarter” than the older 
paradigm: housing that induces and allows change, care, investment of time and increase 
of interaction. All these point to a different image of housing, of one not as a finite object 
and numbers but of a changing state of live expressions of people. Rather than seeing it as 
a product to be provided, it could be seen as a process to be developed. Habraken bases 
his ‘supports’ paradigm on what he calls a “Natural Relationship”:

“...dwelling is first and foremost a relationship between people and environment., and 
because the relationship arises from the most common actions of daily life it is rooted in 
the foundations of our existence.”15 [ emphasis mine. ]

A relationship “relies upon actions”; then the exchange of actions, between user and the 
environment, can shape the dwelling together, perhaps to make a more useful healthy and 
responsive living environment.

*

14.   Habraken, 11.
15.   Valkenburg B, Dutch t, Habraken N. Supports, An Alternative To Mass Housing. 2nd ed. 
London, England: Urban International Press; 1999.
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Chapter 2:
Provision and Participation
 
I. A discussion of the notion of Flexibility

2.1 Resistance to Flexibility and the Participatory Process

Habraken‘s eloquent description of the actions of living within a built environment as a 
‘relationship’ evokes visions of community, care, adaptation, frugality and sustainability. 
It is a vision of a world quite different from the one we commonly know: one in which 
housing is built with specific end-users, specific images (rather than processes) of lives, 
in mind.  Housing in general follows the commercially successful model of fixed types 
and pre-made products, and built into this model is the assurance that the residents’ lives 
will soon outgrow their fixed living confines. Modern lifestyles and values make sure that 
adaptation, user agency, self-build are difficult; and the house as something that ages 
with the family and changes as the family does, is hard to imagine. As most other things 
that are made for consumers, the built-in obsolescence makes housing something that 
is disposable, that is, people will move when the house no longer fits them. In Sweden a 
citizen will move an average of 11 times in their lifetime, responding mostly to personal 
needs that change over time.16 It is also true that lives have become less rooted to place 
as they were perforce before; the way people live is now different–they are more mobile 
and less rooted– and the market cashes in on this restlessness. It is difficult to imagine 
that outside a few pockets of unconventional people, housing can be made to last, grow, 
mature and change.

There have been many descriptions made of the kind of housing that may be conducive 
to change, by various proponents, over the last century. And while all of these ideas were 
no doubt developed in the hope that they would become commonly used, adaptation 
and flexibility in housing has remained in the fringes of peoples’ imagination of the 
world. The arguments against can be as various as the ideas themselves. The fact that 
flexible housing has never become mainstream is one of the very reasons to pronounce 
it unviable. This is a current feeling, and is detrimental to it’s establishment. Also, in a 
world bound by calculations of economy, the difficulty in proving the financial worth of 
flexibility has been significant since the calculation of such worth is probably much more 
difficult because it must take into account changes over a much longer period, and show 
advantages in more ways, than just a tally of cost versus price. 

On the other hand, James Stirling’s damning comment on architecture that could change 
when necessary sums up the point of view of the traditional architect,

“[I’m] sick and tired of the boring, meaningless, non-committed, faceless flexibility and 
open-endedness of the present architecture.”17

16.   Paula Femenias, ‘Arkitektur, Materialflöden Och Energianvändning I Bostäder - E2B2’ (E2b2.
se, 2017) <http://www.e2b2.se/forskningsprojekt-i-e2b2/material/arkitektur-materialfloeden-
och-energianvaendning-i-bostaeder/> accessed 25 April 2017.
17.   As quoted in Schneider T, Till J. Flexible housing: opportunities and limits. Academiaedu. 
2017. Available at: https://www.academia.edu/751324/Flexible_housing_opportunities_and_
limits. Accessed April 24, 2017.
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There is also an opposite reading, that flexibility is a way for architects to gain more control 
over the way the design is carried out; that in the guise of participation and enablement, 
they make sure that the technicality and skill required to make changes and alterations in 
the building through its lifetime would have to be through the exclusive know-how of the 
architects themselves.

With growing housing crises, not only around the developing world but also the  developed 
world, the client body is growing, and is not only composed of the poor. The ‘crisis’ includes 
also people who will need to move houses because of their inevitable inadequacy. The built-
in obsolescence added to a powerful market with global advertising as it’s clever ally creates 
the “shortage” at the source with the design of soon-to-be redundant housing to escalate 
sales. A large part of the problem may be that while there are genuine applicants for new 
houses, their existing houses could, with design, provide the solutions to their changing lives 
in the same homes.  Tatjana Schneider and Jeremy Till call this “built-in obsolescence” :

“...the housing sector is building in obsolescence through inflexibility;... Inflexibility means 
that once the users’ needs change, as inevitably they do, the occupants have no choice but 
to move. This keeps the housing market in a state of permanent demand.”18

It is taken as a given that modern lives, because of many aspects of modern society, by 
nature shifty temporary and contrary to the idea of “settling down”. That today it is difficult 
to imagine that the same family stays in a house and grows over a couple, or more, 
generations. Families are becoming smaller: Sweden has the smallest family size (1.8 
persons her household and reducing)19 in the OECD countries. And yet it may be that given 
the conditions of housing that can grow, can be easily changed, partitioned, expanded and 
divided could create situations that may not follow that accepted norm. At the very least, 
the conditions to make these decisions should be afforded by housing that is planned 
for a future with more options. The longer duration that the building may have to endure 
because of it’s changing character has been one of the arguments against it– that it is 
more expensive to make the changes and maintain such a system; along with the host of 
challenges that come along with such an idea, of technology, construction, climate and 
sustainability.  But Till and Schneider assert to the opposite: 

“...all our qualitative research indicates that if technological systems, service strategies and 
spatial principles are employed that enable the flexible use of a building, these buildings in 
turn will last longer, and they will be cheaper in the long run because they reduce the need 
and frequency for wholesale refurbishment.”20

It would appear more obvious today than ever before that the benefits of flexibility in housing 
outweigh the disadvantages. All the arguments against it, mentioned above, are narratives of 

18.   Schneider T, Till J. Flexible housing: opportunities and limits. Academiaedu. 2017. Available 
at: https://www.academia.edu/751324/Flexible_housing_opportunities_and_limits. Accessed 
April 24, 2017.
19. OECD Family Database - OECD. Oecdorg. 2017. Available at: http://www.oecd.org/els/family/
database.htm. Accessed April 25, 2017.
20.   Schneider T, Till J. 
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an existing worldview, one in which it would be highly inconvenient to change systems and 
conventions to encourage people to take a fresh look on housing. The inertia of the market, 
the political climate and the lives of people today drag against an undertaking which may 
involve collective effort, hard negotiation and personal time of all involved. And yet it is 
more difficult than ever to ignore the ills of Mass Housing without the inclusion of the main 
protagonists, the users themselves. In cases that have been tried and have been relatively 
successful, the gains are multiple: happier residents because they were present in the 
design process; neighbours and a community that is more cohesive because they were in 
it from the beginning; sustainable use of resources because people pool in their own effort 
and money and are more conscious of spending in this way; an environment that is cared 
for because of personal investment in it– to name some. 

In the ‘real’ world it seems difficult to enact a change; yet the intention must always be 
to address the core value of what we would like the world to be. In the case of housing, 
the question posed by Habraken strikes at the heart of the matter: “What is a dwelling?”21 
The answer must be framed again and again because the world, and manners of living, 
change; and it is the answer to this question that gives ideas about how housing should 
be. If housing is flexible and able to adapt to change, then the same housing– the same 
house– may be able to provide new answers time and time again. The first step, then, is 
not to frame a final answer, but to set up a flexible question: 

“We should not to forecast what will happen, but try to make provisions for the 
unforeseen.”22

While the majority of housing is ‘provided’ rather than ‘co-created’, decided for the people 
rather than with and by them, there have been an increasing number of experiments 
around the world that stand as examples to learn from. Though sporadic and each 
different in their own way, they form a body of work that point at the possibility of a 
restructured way to think of housing, from conception to construction and then to personal 
adaptation. Habraken’s ‘supports’ idea was taken into what is now more generally known 
as the Open Building method, with examples around the world forming a theory and 
methodology for ways of making adaptable housing. Many practices are concerned with 
the existing housing stock and post-war housing and how they could be re-adapted for 
today’s requirements. In countries with more forgiving climates the adaptation of houses 
happens much more easily and provides instances of human collaboration and the 
conditions for cooperation. On the whole, there are places and illustrations of the potential 
of flexibility in housing, and their continual appearance shows that there is the will and the 
space to make housing that is more wholesome, relevant and environmentally friendly. Till 
and Schneider submit that

21.   B Valkenburg, the Dutch and N. J. Habraken, Supports, An Alternative To Mass Housing 
(2nd edn, Urban International Press 1999).
22.   Jonathan Teicher, John N. Habraken and N. J. Habraken, The Structure Of The Ordinary: 
Form And Control In The Built Environment (MIT Press 1998).
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“With an approach to flexibility as broad as this, the multitude of methods for achieving 
flexibility is large... Despite the long list of lost opportunities and present obstacles, much has 
already been done to challenge existing conditions and much can be done to lever the issue 
of flexibility into the wider public domain.”

2.2 Sweden and the Million Programme

In the 60’s, Sweden embarked on a decade of building housing that would provide a home 
for every resident of the country. With this project, the impression of Sweden as the ideal 
welfare state providing for it’s citizens was cemented; the government provided many 
incentives for building new houses. Like a lot of post-war housing in Europe, the apartments 
were mass-produced and the short time-span for this large building requirement meant 
that the way construction happened in the country had to be re-imagined. This led to much 
thinking and innovation especially in the realm of reinforced concrete technology, and in 
technologies of scale. A large proportion of this construction was done using prefabricated 
elements stacked together; other techniques used cast-in-situ concrete structures, and then 
there were hybrids of both. Erik Stenberg of the KTH, Stockholm, says that

“Compared to other prefabricated and flexible structural systems around the world, the 
prefabricated concrete systems of the Swedish million Programme Era seem extremely 
well-built”.23

The houses were made using the exhaustive Swedish standards for living spaces and 
recommendations for designs of houses (God Bostad Idag Och Imorgon24). These, in turn 
were arrived at with detailed scientific studies of the lifestyles of people at the time, and thus 
the million programme provided well-built buildings, efficient space-plans for living, and 
services that were state-of-the-art. These housing estates were characterised by several 
blocks of multi-family houses interspersed inbetween large landscaped public open spaces; 
collections these estates were seen as commuter townships, complete within themselves 
with their own “city centres” while most people travelled downtown for work. From a housing 
shortage Sweden had come into a housing surplus by the end of the decade; it had also 
been transformed from a mostly-craft-based economy to a technological one.25 

After almost 60 years, these estates have been the centre of discussion. In many ways, they 
have ceased to perform as they had been imagined to. A number of these estates, whether 
in the public imagination or in fact, have come into disrepute as segregation has turned 
some of these into “ghettoes”. The open spaces inbetween have been observed to have 
been unused, and with changing family structures and lifestyles, and waves of immigrants 

23.     Erik Stenberg, Revisiting Sweden’s Million Programme Era: Contemporary Design Strategies 
For Prefabricated structural systems, Essay in Walter Nägeli and Niloufar Kirn Tajeri, Small 
Interventions. New Ways Of Living In Post-War Modernism (Birkhäuser Verlag AG 2016).
24.     As cited by: Thomas Hall & Sonja Vidén (2005): The Million Homes Programme: a review of 
the great Swedish planning project, Planning Perspectives, 20:3, 301-328
25.     Erik Stenberg.
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with different mores of living the million programme, ageing and overstressed, has come 
under much criticism. Additionally laws concerning environmental issues– particularly 
energy use in the EU, have become more stringent and the million programme buildings 
do not comply in many cases with these.

Because these estates form such a large proportion of the housing stock in Sweden, 
there has been interest and political will to look at solutions to this issue. The problems of 
renovation have been persistent and there have been many attempts to surmount them. 
Most of these buildings are rental apartments, and renovations lead to increased rents and 
in some cases tenant eviction because the increased costs were unaffordable. In some 
cases the projects have avoided this by involving participation from the tenants, and then 
working incrementally so as to avoid one-time jumps in costs.26 

2.3 The Opportunity in the Million Programme

The rapid changes happening in the world and increasing unpredictability have affected 
housing in Sweden in many ways, and the million programme, designed for a very 
particular demographic profile, risks sliding into a obsolescence in the face of new 
conditions. 

Sweden’s population is a gradually ageing one, with a predicted 25% of the public going 
to be over the age of 60 by the year 2040.27 This would mean that they would be single 
people or couples; as seen in many cases today, unable to take care of their large family 
houses but finding it too expensive to move to an apartment. Importantly, this group of 
people is one most bereft of social interaction and needing housing that provides ample 
opportunity for interaction. 

Family size has shrunk in Europe over the last few decades; Sweden has the lowest 
number of people per household, currently at 1.8 persons.28 Typologies that were designed 
for families that contained the normative family of a couple and then expanding, become 
large spaces for the new family of less-than-two.

Migration, from war-torn regions of the world to Europe has placed considerable stress on 
it’s shores. Sweden, with it’s open policy towards immigration has absorbed a large portion 
of the people seeking asylum. Often these families are structured completely differently, 
having many children and preferring to live together with older members and relations. 

On the whole, today’s changing lives also ask serious questions of the housing that was 

26.     Ibid.
27.     ‘The Future Population Of Sweden 2006-2050’ (www.scb.se, 2017) <http://www.scb.se/
statistik/_publikationer/BE0401_2006I50_BR_BE51BR0602ENG.pdf> accessed 26 April 2017.
28.     ‘Household Composition Statistics - Statistics Explained’ (Ec.europa.eu, 2017) <http://
ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Household_composition_statistics> 
accessed 26 April 2017.
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Fig.1: Average persons per house-
hold in Sweden: 1.8 (www.scb.se)

Fig.2: Proportion of types of families 
in Umeå (Umeå Kommun)

Fig.4: Increasing demand for smaller 
houses in Umeå (Umeå Kommun)

Fig.5: Changing houses frequently in 
sweden (www.E2B2.se)

Fig.3: Sweden’s Ageing Population
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Fig.6: Changes made by residents 
in apartment buildings in Sweden 
(www.E2B2.se)
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built before, and was built for an assumedly unchanging profile of people. The fact that this 
large chunk of housing requires refurbishment is an opportunity to use the salient aspects 
of the million programme for effective change. Not only does it constitute such a large 
proportion of the housing stock in Sweden, but reflects the existence of similar problems 
of post-war housing across Europe. It is all the more relevant, then, not only in Sweden but 
in a much larger geographical perspective to think of ways to reinterpret and rejuvenate 
these estates. 

The work of Erik Stenberg (to be discussed later in this chapter) has shown that looking 
at the inherent logic of the structure of the buildings of the million programme can yield 
interesting solutions to some of the problems mentioned above. There are flexibilities and 
potentials afforded by the manner in which the buildings are arranged which could be used 
to the benefit of solving multiple problems at hand; this project takes inspiration from his 
work and several others to explore one or more models of refurbishment through additions 
and extensions to the existing buildings, that need the participation of the people who live 
there to realise. 

Instead of the heavy-handed demolition, or large-scale changes that displace people, this 
is a chance to involve those people to re-assess the possibilities that may arise and think 
of ways of renovation that are more sustainable, economically as well as socially, and hold 
at the centre of the process the needs and involvement of the residents. 

*
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II. Case studies: existing examples that bear relevant relation to this project
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Fig.7, 8, 9: The Maison Medicale, designed in a 
participatory process designed by Lucien Kroll; The grid 
system adopted from Habraken’s SAR dimensional 
system; students install walls of the rooms inside.
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Lucien Kroll: Architecture of Complexity29

Maison Médicale student housing (‘La Mémé’)
Louvain, Belgium 1974

Approached by students who rejected a ‘monotonous’ design approved by their university, the Belgian architect 
Lucien Kroll proceeded to manage a design process that involved the participation of the students themselves. 
Over two years Kroll conducted the design process that involved accommodating the needs and opinions of all 
the students. He encouraged them to make and think with models rather than drawing, changing the traditional 
design process into something more accessible to persons not familiar with two-dimensional representations of 
space. Kroll believed in using the advantages of technology and industrial components to the advantage of the 
users. But this interaction with industry should be dictated by the needs of the individual– that is the only way to 
achieve the diversity he envisioned. The morphology of difference that he was after was the opposite of post-
war housing and it’s anonymity. At the Maison Medicale, he re-adapted the SARS dimension and component 
system developed by N. J. Habraken through the 60s and 70s in Holland, to make a system of support structure 
and infills which could be modified in multiples of 10 cm. He states that even this minor change may be too little 
for the sorts of changes that houses, and living, need: 

“In housing a 30cm module is barbaric, and even 10 cm is too large: 2.5 cm or 1 cm would  be more ideal.”30

The image of Mémé, as the building is called, has become a poster for the participatory process that Kroll 
employed in all types of building designs. Children made designs for their schools, residents for housing, 
students for their halls of residence, users for their institutions. The student house expresses it’s radical process, 
and from it’s facade to the layout, there is the constant reminder of an iconoclastic refusal to fall in line with 
convention. 

Kroll aimed to use the advantages of both industrial manufacturing as well as of Computer Aided Design (CAD 
in it’s early years) to make participation by users less complicated and more inclusive. Habraken’s system of 
dimensioning also attempted to take on board manufacturers, so that the materials produced would follow a 
system of standards in which parts would be easy to replace and refit; Kroll was able to take this idea forward in 
the age of CAD and further intensify the collaboration of the architect, manufacturer and the user. 

In all, the buildings that resulted bear an aesthetic of collage. The formal bric-a-brac belies the rhythm of 
structure underneath, and underlies the sense that it was many, not one, involved in the design process. In 
striking down the architects’ high pedestal, Kroll’s architecture shows the possibility of a great many people’s 
personal expressions manifest in a diverse, interesting environment.

The learning from Kroll is that no small part of a person’s life is too unimportant to warrant physical, indeed 
architectural, manifestation. He waged an almost absurd war against the run-of-the-mill bullying of developers 
and straitjacketed planners and architects, and showed to a great extent what was possible when people’s 
expressions came to the fore. 

29.     Also the title of his book: Lucien Kroll, An Architecture Of Complexity (MIT Press 1987).
30.     Peter Blundell B. Jones, L KROLL, and Lucien Kroll, Kroll: An architecture of complexity (paper) (Cambridge, MA: 
The MIT Press, 1987).
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Fig. 10 (Top): Interior view of the modified Tour Bois Le 
Pretre by Lacaton & Vassal (www.lacatonvassal.com)

Fig. 11 (Bottom) Drawing showing the addition of the 
extension onto the existing building.
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Lacaton & Vassal: Reiterating Modernism
Tour Bois Le Pretre
Paris 2012

In their study “PLUS”, Frederic Druot, Anne Lacaton and Jean-Phillipe Vassal proved that the french manner 
of ‘cleaning up’ post-war building neighbourhoods with ageing buildings was a huge waste of public time 
and money. These neighbourhoods had become victim to social segregation and were mostly occupied by 
immigrant populations. Thus ghetto-ised they acquired shady reputations and to deal with the situation the 
answer from policy-making planners was to demolish them and make new buildings instead; this incurred the 
cost of both the demolition, construction as well as housing the residents somewhere in the meantime. 

Druot, Lacaton and Vassal drew up a solution to replace this idea. In their work previously they had experimented 
with addition of area to existing apartments, minimal structures that acted as “winter gardens” and afforded 
mush more space to the residents than before. This solution they applied to the Tour Bois Le Pretre in Paris, an 
16-storey residential block designed originally by architect Raymond Lopez. This solution provided a pioneering 
example that was both an answer to the question of aging buildings and their use, but also a frame through 
which the modernist ideals of the building are seen afresh.

The design is a simple one: a three-metre deep balcony is added onto all floors all around the building from the 
outside. This new ‘skin’ is a self-supporting structure; it is constructed with an industrial aesthetic, albeit with 
extremely high-end materials and fine details; the metallic frames and matching silver curtains that reflect out 
the heat of direct sunlight are in direct contrast to the thicker, more plastic structure that is now within. From the 
outside, this inner structure is now totally hidden behind this extremely contemporary facade treatment. 

From the inside, the effect is even more obvious; this is especially visible from pictures taken before the 
refurbishment took place in contrast with those after. But the most dramatic change is in terms of the change of 
character of space. The additional area, with its spartan but sophisticated make becomes both an architectural 
provocation to the old house as well as one in use31. The manner of the addition brings the building from a 
bygone era into another, making new meaning. In the process, the practical achievements of this addition are 
noteworthy. The additional area makes more spacious apartments, but also creates new types. In Bois Le Pretre, 
the inhabitants’ lives had changed over the years and many people preferred to have different types of spaces– 
some smaller, some needed larger. This was possible now with the flexibility afforded by the additional layer. 
The climatic differences are remarkable: the light is doubled, ventilation improved and the thermal performance 
is made up to standard by the addition of the balcony. The balcony, as the architects describe it, is in effect a 
double-glazed window in which the space between the glasses has been increased to the width of the addition.

In what has been described as a “powerful architectural performance”32, Lacaton and Vassal have effectively 
reframed conventional thinking about refurbishment and have shown a radical way to use the resources that 
exist.

31.     As suggested by Roemer Van Toorn, Modernity and its (Op)Positions ,Theory Seminar, Umeå School of   
        Architecture, 2015
32.     Ilka Ruby, Andreas Ruby and Peter Cachola Schmal, Druot, Lacaton & Vasal, Tour Bois Le Prêtre (Ruby Press 
2012).
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Fig. 12 (Top): Walter’s Way, Lewisham, London.

Fig. 13 (Bottom): Illustration from ‘The Segal Method’ 
published in Architect’s Journal  Special Issue,1986, 
written by John Broome. (www.ianwhite.info)
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Walter Segal: Self-Builder’s Architect
Walter’s Way
Lewisham, London 1980s

The work of the German architect Walter Segal’s work is, in it’s own right, a little legend of modern architectural 
folklore. While rebuilding his own house in England, he designed and built a small temporary dwelling on the 
same property, what came to be known as “little house in the garden”.33 It was this simple house that generated 
interest and from it’s basic principles he developed a comprehensive manual to Self-Build houses. 

In collaboration with the Lewisham council in London, the model of this housing was such that if the poeple 
made the houses themselves, then they would mutually own part of the property along with the council. Walter’s 
first house was built by carpenters, but when there was interest shown by people to build it themselves, he 
proceeded to make a manual simple enough that someone with no prior construction experience could build 
their own house. 

The construction used wood-frames set on a square tartan grid, the centre dimension between grids being 650 
mm. Not needing deep foundations, this was a building on stilts. With the furst level floor hovering above the 
ground, the house is shaped using the grid as a guide. Details were simplified to a great extent, so that all the self 
builders needed to do was “to be able to cut a straight line with a saw and drill a straight hole”.34

The simplicity of the idea allowed the builders to customise their houses to their needs; and as the adage goes, 
“if you can build it, you can change it” The residents of this housing neighbourhood have been able to change 
their houses, extend, add, clad and add insulation themselves. The street is exemplar and a routine spot for 
architectural tourists  and students, and the residents welcome the attention because they proudly feel there 
should be more of the same happening in the world. It is mildly Ironic that in an architectural world dominated 
by hero figures and starchitects, the street built by the people themselves is named after the architect who 
designed the way to build it: “Walter’s Way”.

Since then his manual has been applied in many self-build projects across the UK. The most telling comment 
comes from a self-builder in Brighton, about the unexpected returns of working on their houses together:

“It’s just turned into an enormous great family, it’s fantastic... Couldn’t have been more perfect, really!”35

The advantages of the houses of Walter Segal extend out of the realm of pure architecture and into the social. 
The rewards of having invested effort to understand and build oneself is an idealistic move for most people 
perhaps; but it points at the idea that if people come together, even just to take decisions and agree about how 
they would like to live, the investment of personal space into the shared is a first step to building community.

33.     Alice Grahame, ‘This Isn’t At All Like London’: Life In Walter Segal’s Self-Build ‘Anarchist’ Estate’ (the Guardian, 
2017) <https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/sep/16/anarchism-community-walter-segal-self-build-south-
london-estate> accessed 26 April 2017.
34..  ibid.
35.   Resident Self-Builder, Hedgehog Self-Build Co-Op. From ‘Grand Designs - On Demand - All 4’ (Channel4.com, 
2017) <http://www.channel4.com/programmes/grand-designs/on-demand/26262-003> accessed 26 April 2017.
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Fig. 14  (Top): Million program buildings in the 
neighbourhood of Tensta

Fig. 15 (Bottom): Changes made within the buildings to 
accomodate new typologies.
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Erik Stenberg: Reinterpreting the Structure of the Million Programme
Tensta, Stockholm

One of the leading researchers on the subject of post-war modernist housing, or the Million Programme in 
Sweden and vice-director of the KTH Centre for a Sustainable Built Environment, Erik Stenberg’s practice 
involving the adaptation of million programme houses for newer uses has opened up methodologies for 
rethinking the relevance and reuse of the buildings of that era. 

The Million Programme has come under much scrutiny in recent years; many of the estates have outgrown their 
optimal use patterns and are some of the only affordable places remaining that immigrant families can afford, 
segregating them from the rest of the city. In turn, these estates accrue a ‘bad name’. Additionally, the buildings, 
built in the 60’s, do not make the standard of today in energy efficiency and need to ne modified for that purpose; 
and finally, the buildings are ageing– most buildings of that age need some parts replaced and replenished to 
extend their lifestyles. On the whole, there has been much fodder for discussion, and since this housing makes 
up almost a fourth of Sweden’s existing housing stock there is an urgent need to look closely at the topic.

Stenberg buries some of the discussion with the nature of his analysis and demonstrations. He brings to the 
fore the good aspect of the Million Programme: that they were extremely well built, better than most post-war 
housing in Europe; that they were extremely modern for the day, because not only did they have to innovate new 
technologies to build the humongous number of houses in a relatively short span of time, they also needed to 
follow stringent and well-developed living standards recommended for builders; that they were thought of as 
little towns in themselves, and had their own shopping places and schools and public institutions; and lastly, 
most of them took care to carefully separate pedestrian traffic and vehicles so that people could safely walk to 
most places that they needed to reach every day. At the same time, his studies bring out and re-catalogue all 
the structural systems of the million programme and show that because many of these buildings were built so 
systematically, in a standardised and precise manner, it makes the task that much easier to modify and adapt 
these apartments for new user-profiles. Some types of strategies that he has employed (as shown in his essay 
“Revisiting the Million Programme”36) types of changes to these buildings show the range of potential changes 
that can be effected, given the logic of these buildings:

1. The “Open plan” changes the proportion of sizes of rooms; the living/kitchen spaces are fused and made 
spacious and airy, while the bedrooms and bathrooms are made compact. 
2. “Side-by-side” strategy allows apartments to take up bays in adjacent ones, increasing the sizes of some and 
making others smaller as required.
3. The “Duplex” method, depending on the structural system used can connect apartments that are one on top 
of the other, creating duplexes and therefore larger and vertically divided houses.
4. “The 166 sq m Flat” shows that newer types and sizes of apartments, not imagined by the builders originally, 
can be made.

The accommodation of newer requirements needs the cooperation and participation of residents, and 
restructures the conventional hierarchical design process, while giving these aging estates a new lease of life.

36.     Erik Stenberg, Revisiting Sweden’s Million Programme Era: Contemporary Design Strategies For Prefabricated 
structural systems, Essay in Walter Nägeli and Niloufar Kirn Tajeri, Small Interventions. New Ways Of Living In Post-War 
Modernism (Birkhäuser Verlag AG 2016).
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The main issues that I wish to address in this thesis are reiterated as follows:

(1) Housing needs to be conceptualised keeping all interested parties on an equal platform; 
the residents, conventionally the most marginalised, should ideally be part of the design 
process from the beginning.

(2) Housing is usually built as a finished product with very little affordance of adaptability 
and change; this proposal attempts to bring into the older design a greater degree of 
adaptability in the process of refurbishment.

(3) There is a gap between the extremely advanced technology used in building 
construction today and the user’s understanding of this technology; this thesis tries to 
point at the social advantage of returning to more lower-tech methods of making building 
that allow more people to participate in changes.

(4) Newer requirements for different types of apartments can be fashioned from the old 
buildings of the million programme, because of their inherently logical structure; this thesis 
explores the possibilities of such reinterpretation, and of the possibilities of shared public 
spaces within the buildings.

The proposal of this thesis attempts to visualise a method of refurbishment of a million 
programme that would require a participatory process and increase the building’s 
affordance of adaptability.

Chapter 3:
The Proposal
 
I. Recapitulation
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Fig. 16  (Top): Maps of Umeå (www.hitta.se)

Fig. 17 (Middle): Kemigrand neighbourhood (www.maps.
google.se)
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Some housing estates in Umeå built in the 60’s were part of the million programme. 
Of these, I have chosen to study one estate in the area of Ålidhem, called Laboratorn, 
in Kemigrand. A large proportion of this area is composed of student housing given it’s 
proximity to the university, the rest is made up of rental apartments all built from the sixties 
through the eighties. 

The selection of this site was based on the following factors:

• These buildings are rental apartments that adjoin a very large paved parking lot, that 
contains sheds for covered parking as well as open lots. Ålidhem residents have 
fewer cars than was projected and designed for, because of walking distances to 
the Centrum and the proportion of students here. So a large proportion of this lot is 
vacant; my thesis suggests interventions that increase the depth of the buildings by 
addition, and such a situation made  it ideal proposal for an alternative use for the 
parking space.

• The thesis also suggests as part of the programme of refurbishment, other self-build 
activities that may simultaneously occur, or be necessary, in the large open spaces 
between the buildings as well as in the parking lot. The availability of space in this case 
made it a better choice for a pilot project than other buildings in Umeå.

• The buildings are from the million programme era, and follow the structural systems 
used at the time. It is typical of the three and four storey blocks built in most estates at 
the time.

• The residents of this building have made changes in their apartments in this estate; 
primarily these are applications to glaze their inset balconies to gain more space within 
the apartments. This shows a necessity and will to rethink some parts of their living 
space and could be a good departure point to suggest extensions and re-adaptations 
here.

 
II. The Site
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Fig. 18, 19 (Top) : Original drawings of building details 

Fig.  20: Analytical Drawing of the Structural System
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Structural System of the Buildings in Laboratorn 

The building is built with precast concrete floors and transverse walls that span the width 
of the building (fig.) The facades are self-bearing brick in some parts, and sheet-metal in 
others. Certain bays of the facade are also fixed with precast concrete panels with inset 
windows. The longer transverse walls are the main bearing elements in this building; 
the facade elements are self-bearing and in some cases acting to resist sideways shear 
forces.
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Fig. 21: Learning from existing examples to make a 
particular architectural strategy
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At the outset, I would like to make the lineage of the process of exploration of this thesis 
very clear, which I believe will help explain more clearly the nature of the interventions 
themselves. 

The underlying argument is one of supports and infill, as proposed by N. J. Habraken. 
The additions to the building that I suggest are both complex and heavy in construction 
technology. The know-how and equipment required for some of the tasks and successful 
implementation of the changes is high; the idea of supports divides what is ‘given’ 
infrastructure and that which can be ‘filled in’ by the resident. More accurately: 

“‘Infill is defined as a product of industry and as a matter of  individual decision-making; 
‘support’ is defined as a public investment completed by the construction industry and as 
a matter of collective decision-making.”1

Lacaton & Vassal’s work sheds light onto the idea of this project– the additions 
that I propose take conceptual elements from their work and try to fit see how such 
interventions apply to the million programme environment.

Erik Stenberg’s reimagining of the million programme leads the understanding of structure 
as the core logic of this kind of building, and the additions to the buildings ‘learn from’ this 
logic and proceed outwards.

Walter Segal’s methodology, working with standardised parts and dimensional 
modules lends the understanding  of the flexibility of a modular system arranged to 
allow standardised elements to work with it. Intrinsic to his work, is, of course, that the 
occupants become self-builders and are thus empowered with know-how and practice to 
be able to do the same again, and easily change their houses.

Using these aspects of participatory and collective building, the architectural strategy that 
evolved to adapt to the site in Umeå becomes a imbued with these concepts, and then 
adapts to the conditions at hand; this is demonstrated as this chapter proceeds.

1.     Hugo Priemus, ‘Support-Infill Revisited: The Increasing Say Of Occupants’ (ETH, Zurich, 
2015).

 
III. The Conceptual Threads of the  Proposal
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This project suggests that the refurbishment necessary to the building, especially to the 
facade because of energy consumption standards, be used as an opportunity to make 
a “thicker skin” of the face of the building, one that allows changes and modifications as 
needed by the residents.

A. ‘Thick Skin’

This “thick skin” could become a full-scale addition of space to the apartment, in pre-
decided design modules and dimensions, as much as is considered necessary by the 
residents.

B. Possibilities for changing cpartment types in the building because of the increasing 
depth of the new skin

If this idea is extended further, the additions could add enough depth to the width of the 
building so as to affect the plan in a much more substantial way; in this case the whole 
building can be rethought and different types of apartments could emerge.

C. The Aim of the Project: To make the building ‘Softer’.

As a result of this change, the newer facade, however deep, should be such that further 
changes are easier to make than they were to the original building. In this way, the building 
acquires a “Soft” front, more malleable and accessible to the needs of residents, against 
the more “Hard” design of the building within. 

At an architectural level, adding a ‘Soft’ layer to the ‘Hard’ original may add a factor 
of increased adaptability and call into attention in a more direct way the possible 
participation of users and their agency. In the process of study , this has become the 
de facto aim of the thesis proposal.

These changes would need the cooperation of many agencies, from the Municipality to 
industrial actors, with the residents at the centre of the process.

 
IV. The Architectural Strategy 
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Step 1: ‘Softening’ the Facade of One Apartment

The facade is the non-structural part of the building (except a small number of elements 
that may be necessary to counter shear forces), and also the one that needs renovating. It 
is also the element that negotiates the quality of light in the apartments, and the sense of 
openness and privacywith the outside and the neighbourhood.

The first tests involve experimenting with variations of elements that can replace the original 
facade wall, but this time including the notion of user preference and adaptability into the 
facade. 

A thicker wall could accommodate simple additions to the architecture: a window-seat, 
writing table, more storage for instance. Taken to the extreme, this idea could instigate 
connections between apartments, changes the way the apartment can be accessed, and 
lead to a reconfiguration of the apartment block if necessary.

Activating Modification in a Million Programme Neighbourhood

V. The Design Test: Steps to Exploring the Architectural Strategy
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Step 2.: Subsequent Effects at Building Level

Modifiying the facade may provide new “feedback” to the rooms and prompt a rethinking 
and use of the space on the inside. At the same time, this new element contains the 
potential for further change in the third dimension, outside the elevational compisition of 
the facade as a flat plane. 

The thickness of this element begins with being just a facade. Extended further, a 
thickness that may contain functional space, adding area to the original apartment 
could imply changes at the next scale, that of the building. With the addition of a stair, a 
passageway or new openings, the facade could potentially be available to, for instance, 
make connections between apartments to make larger houses; or to make a different, 
more direct entrance to the apartments from the outside instead of the common stairwells 
and change the diagram of privacy and territory of the apartments.

At the building level, the installing of “supports”: a system of foundations that can be used 
to construct a wooden scaffold within which to extend the space of the apartment into.
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As the facade gets thicker, the potentials for changes, both to the apartments, between the 
apartments and the spaces outside and adjacent to the building block, increase. Changes in 
the uses of the facedes, as extensions, new entrances, porches, stairs, balconies or gardens 
changes the relationship of the original block to the outside; activating the outside in different 
ways. The landscape of the common open spaces may be encroached upon by the houses 
growing outwards;  

For this level of change to occur, there would be a natural necessity for negotiation and 
discussion about the commonly held property of the buildings as well as the grounds. 
Several scales of interaction could be called into contention, from the individual owner to 
the housing association.
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Step 3: Potentials at the Neighbourhood Level

A sketch-exploration of the diagrammatic possibility of a module, and multiplication. The 
use of this module can be employed throughout the site, as required differently in various 
situations. 

The million program houses were designed with generous spaces inbetween, but the 
rectilinear buildings that define them make a large proportion of the grounds quite 
uncondusive for use. The underuse of these grounds varies with different estates, showing 
that at least part of it’s cause is related to the morphology and peculiar design of the built 
environment. Some municipalities in denser parts of Sweden are considering these as 
sites to build new housing as part of densification planning.

This diagram envisions several levels of participation that may be possible from the 
user groups-- from surveys of opinions to lending labour to construction. If some of 
these programs were to be planned as self-build projects, for example– they could 
possibly become an existing ecosystem of construction in the grounds, encouraging and 
intersecting with  the extensions being carried out in the buildings. The idea of the signle 
extension instigates thinking of several lines and scales of thought.
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Chapter 4:
Design Exploration
 

In the previous chapters I describe the general context in which the thesis is positioned, 
select the neighbourhood to study, and outline a possible set of related ideas that set the 
stage for a specific intervention.

This chapter focusses on one building and one design strategy out of the others 
mentioned before. The architectural exploration is detailed out, as well as a rough outline 
for the processes of participation this intervention may involve, and in what sequence.
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4.1 The Building: Kemigrand 26-28

The apartments in this buildings are approximately of 90 sq m floor area. The structural 
walls that run along the breadth of the building hold bays between them, which become 
the rooms of the apartments. Two apartments are made with 3 bays each, one smaller 
with 2.5, one bigger with 3.5.

Two apartments flank a stairwell each.

Shown below is the plan of the apartment redrawn as it exists.

Scale: ~ 1:250
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4.2 Extensions and New Potentials

The drawings on the facing page show the possibilites that emerge when the additions are 
attached to the facade.

The first major change that has to be made to the block is that the apartments are split 
along the central spine of the building. This has some advantages: 

- the apartments are smaller in size, corresponding to demand for more houses for single 
people, sinlgle parents and elederly people living alone;
- the original apartment was oriented along the breadth of the building: each bay had 
windows at the two ends, but were blocked by rooms. The new apartments have 
potentially longer facades, oriented on the axis that crosses perpendicular to the structural 
bays, improving light conditions, and changing the relation to the outside.
-The longer facade increases the possibilities of extension, balconies, modulation of light, 
changes in access patterns, use of the space outside immediately adjacent to the building.

The axonometric above explores the usablity of a 3-bay apartment as drawn in the plan on 
the facing page; this apartment is of 66 sq mt area.
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Scale: ~ 1:250
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Plans that span the length of the building may be possible in some cases. The ones at the 
ends of the building have the opportunity to have windows in the middle of the breadth, so 
the increasing depth of the apartments does not adversely affect the light quality inside. 
Another case may be for a plan which is mostly open, like a studio apartment; if the depth 
of the apartment is not encumbered by rooms the light quality may still be good.

Another typology (facing page, bottom) that may be possible in this building is an 
arrangement of very small living quarters, 23-45 sq mt. In this type, a full kitchen does not 
exist in any apartment, but instead there can be a communal kitchen and other common 
spaces on the same floor. This may work as student accommodation or as apartments for 
the elderly.
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Scale: ~ 1:250
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The extension allows apartments to be joined on different floors. with the addition of a 
stair in the extra space. Given that the building is being divided along it’s long axis, some 
apartments may still need to be large, and the area can be made up this way. This type 
may even allow a situation where part of the house may easily be given up for rent without 
much hinderance to privacy. 
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Ground Floor
Scale: ~ 1:250

Middle Floor
Scale: ~ 1:250

Upper Floor
Scale: ~ 1:250
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4.3 An Imagination of Several Possibilities Incorporated into the One Block

That all the separate ideas can work together is put to the test in these drawings of the 
one selected block. All three floors are imagined to have undergone extensions over time, 
through meetings, negotiations and agreements. 

The ground floor has adopted the typology of a home for the elderly; room sizes from 
25-45 sq mt., and generous common spaces. A kitchen and space for tables on the one 
side, a library, creche and sitting space on the other, facing southwards. There to be a 
long connecting corridoor for access from all rooms; yet its monotony is broken by the 
common space that traverses three bays and the breadth of the building. 

The middle floor is occupied by slightly bigger apartments (still for one or two people only 
but with all services included). The common space is ocnnected and continues upward 
through this floor.  

The upper floor is similar to the middle, containing both 2- and 3-bay houses. The 
common space opens out onto a sun-deck.

If the common spaces are connected vertically, these three bays could open up spaces to 
share and interact. This may galvanize the sense of neighbourhood, and otherwise may be 
socially useful for the various user groups to have the possibility for encounter: the elderly 
and children, for instance.
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4.4 Sketch of Constructional Process

For the process to begin becoming more available to participants to modify and extend, 
the technology must be as simple as possible. This would allow not just construction 
firms with good resources, but also local technicians, carpenters and skilled workers to 
help residents in their changes. It would be ideal that the method of construction becomes 
simple enough so that, with a little instruction, people with little or no experience can also 
be involved in the process of making, helping embed the memory of changes, and the 
knowldedge of their own environment deeper in the community.

1. The original facade is removed. To receive the extension modules, a wooden frame-- 
‘landing pad’ must be permanently fixed to the concrete walls and slabs exposed by the 
removal of the facade.

2. Foundations are dug and laid, a step of the process that would require heavy machinery 
and concrete technology to make the footings. Beyond this point the rest of the extension 
is made with wood construction.

3. Modules made from standard wood beams and columns are erected on top of the 
foundations. These form the sstructural scaffolfding that receives the next level of 
partitions.

4. Wooden frames divided by mullions to receive widows and doors of standard widths 
(here drawn as 600mm clear width) are inserted within the scaffolding structure. These 
can be changed and replaced as and when the fenestration needs to.

5. Insulation panels, doors and windows are fixed within the inner frames.

6. Finishing materials are added on to both sides of the frames, completing the extension.
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Detail at 1:50 (facing page) shows a section through the building and a few conditions that 
would arise to build an enclosed space, a balcony with an overhang, a terrace.

Above Left: a sectional detail showing the connection of vertical and horizontal elements of 
extension to the original structure (here a floor slab). Above right, detail of the layers within 
an external wall.

4.5 Detail
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The design of the extension, while made from standard wood sections and other products  
available on the market, it still retains a modular character for this very reason: that most 
products will be easy to seamlessly join, or fit in, to this system. Thus, as is shown in the 
drawing of just one condition (facing page) more space can be added using more of the 
same parts.
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The technical teams must come together to discuss 
the systems down to the detail, making the process 
simple enough so that any interested residents may be 
able to participate in a self-build process. At the same 
time there must be conducted training workshops 
for new self-builders to bring the construction up to 
standard.

Once there is evidence that people would like to change 
and extend their houses as well as engage in the 
process of understanding their living environments, 
all related people must meet to discuss possibilities. 
These may include the residents, the researchers, the 
municipality, architects, construction companies, tenants’ 
associations and housing companies.

Preparations must be made for the starting of 
construction, especially those changes that may require 
people to temporarily move out of their houses, perhaps 
into temporary container houses of mobile homes.

Preparations must be made for the starting of 
construction, especially those changes that may 
require people to temporarily move out of their houses, 
perhaps into temporary container houses of mobile 
homes.

Participation begins with the 
participants. There must be data 
collected on what people think of 
their existing houses, whether they 
would like to change them and if so, 
what aspects of them would they 
like to change. Detailed analysis and 
observations of how people utilise 
their space must be collated to 
produce an accurate picture of the 
needs in homes.
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4.6 Outlining Actors and Processes for Acualizing the Soft Facade

Such a large-scale intrevention, including the opinions and effors of the inhabitants, would 
need several levels of conversation, participation and agreement. Outlined here are some 
major steps that would need to be part of a sequence to achieve the participation of all 
actors, an understanding wth authorities and industry to make the process possible. 

Design workshops would help crystallise the actual 
shape of the extensions, and bring forth from the 
residents their own ideas about how much and what 
sort of cahanges they would like. At the same time, 
negotiations about possible apartment exchanges can 
occur given different sizes resulting from differential 
extensions.

It could be possible that the reidents can stay in the 
apartments while the construction goes on; the process 
could be phased in a way that some rooms are not 
affected for certain durations in which the families can 

reside for the time being. Appropriate sealed divisions 
could prevent hazardous dust from entering the restricted 
living quarters.
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4.7 Drawings & Model: A Speculation on Process, Morphology and Effect

Perspectival sections, axonometrics and models show the ‘life’ of the process elaborated 
thus far in the thesis.
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4.8 Observations on Some Aspects of This Proposal

As is apparent, there have been many issues in the process of design that have had to be 
sidelined outside the range of focussed attention, and removing thus the effect they would 
have on the design. They have affected however the general course of thinking out the 
project despite their not having become tangible factors. Some of these are mentioned 
here.

4.8.1 The Changed Diagram of the Apartment

The spatial relationships within the apartment change as a result of the extensions. The 
Original  is characterised by ‘compartmental’ relationships across the structural walls, each 
half-bay becoming a room. The new extension affords each half-bay to open onto a larger 
open space of the extension itself.

4.8.2 Difference in Light Quality

With the new envelope the possibilities of improving the light conditions are many.  In 
the original apartment each bay, (in effect each room) has a window unto itself; in the 
envelope, there could be aq significant increase in light and control over it’s quality.
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4.8.3 ‘House Rules’ to Ensure Best Use of the Extension

There could be guidelines that allow good light for each apartment and those that could 
help apartments that are long and narrow. A mandatory one-bay offset in an adjacent bay 
to a neighbour could make sure that the neighbouring apartment always has a corner; 
successive extensions below floors could use the ceilings as skylights.

4.8.4 Phased Extension

There could be planned a phased changing of the multi-family block, in case all residents do 
not want to attempt the changes all at once. 
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4.8.5 Alternative Structural System

An alternative structural system could also be employed for the extensions. In this case, a 
structure that is hung from the roof eliminates the necessity of the scaffolding structure, 
which may benefit people who would like to extend without obstructing the view of the 
neighbours below. This system also may be structurally more efficient-- the weight on the 
walls transferred from the hanging platforms could act like post-tensioning mass.
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Expenses to make the Extensions Strategies to offset the costs of 
construction
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4.8.6 Towards Affordability

The costs of construction would be considerable; to avoid these reflecting directly on the 
rents of the apartments, the model must be made with possibilities for reimbursement 
built-in.

1. The increased number of apartments;

2. Extra constructions in the commons that could be let out on hire;

3. Part of the blocks become a commercial venture that brings in revenue, for example a 
home for the elderly;

4. If people are willing to work in construction there could be offsets in rent, and perhaps 
even a change in the nature of ownership;

5. If all the construction does not happen at once, the costs could be spread over time.

*
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Fig. 33: Drawings of the original plan (Top) and post 
occupancy 20 years hence (bottom) of low-cost 
housing in Gandhinagar, Gujarat, India. Drawings by 
Sunita Kalsariya.1 

1. 1 

1. Sunita Kalsariya, Appropriating One’s Space : Process and Result in the Indian Context, 
CEPT University Research Thesis, Ahmedabad 2001.
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Chapter 5:
Critical Reflection: Can Participation be Designed?
 

Going through the motions of performing, in the abstract and on paper, the test of 
this thesis has thrown up many questions, doubts and lines of inquiry; this concluding 
statement will try to articulate some of them.

The Paradox

The Open Building movement, and earlier pioneers of participation like N. J. Habraken 
and John F. C. Turner all stem, to a great extent, from a fascination of the way people in 
vernacular situations and times have managed to build environments that contrast to the 
modern, planned and calculated models. Informal settlements and the congenital rules 
engendered within these have produced humane places to live. In most cases, these 
display a hierarchy of open spaces and peculiar conditions of the public versus private. 
They are all made in contestation and cooperation within the community, and the rules of 
building are elaborated as these connections and relationships deepen and the numbers 
and complexities increase. Most importantly, these rules nonetheless allow individual 
expression to the extent that is determined by neighbourly agreement. We see fascinating 
results of such environments all over the world in medieval cities, in village and vernacular 
settlements and recently in self-organised slums in many parts of the developing world; all 
of these have a sense of an organic, self-organised environment, demonstrating the power 
of individual expression multiplied.

This idea, transposed into the realm of designed systems to ‘allow’ participation, has very 
rarely been as successful as the role models. The reasons for this are multifarious, not 
least of them is that architects are notoriously reluctant to produce accurate and intelligent 
post-occupancy studies of their own designs; it is hard to know what went wrong.

In attempting this study I have often been faced with the idea that there may be an innate 
contradiction in such projects as attempt to re-create a condition or a process that was 
by and large ‘natural’. The term natural implies a process that is ground-up, horizontally 
organized instead of vertically in a power hierarchy, and is heavily dependent on local 
resources and conditions to fashion the environment. What may be crucial to the amazing 
workability of the ‘natural’ environments is the combination of (1) limited resources both in 
terms of material availability, as well as (2) the lack of heavy engineering to easily obliterate 
environmental and geological hurdles along the way. It may be that dealing with the 
situation given these two factors is where the ground-up processes differ from top-down 
designs: that the former incorporates the hurdles and makes appropriate responses, the 
latter are able to modify the hurdles to manageable sizes with powerful resources at hand. 
For ‘designed processes’, it may be close to impossible to encapsulate beforehand the 
complexity that local situations of physical and social contexts contain and accrue over 
time. 

And yet ‘natural’ processes are also responses to a finite set of conditions. In that sense 
this study is a test of a particular design strategy within a set of given delimitations, 
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as many as the scope of such a project may allow. The conditions in this case are 
constructional as well as to a generalised level, demographic. Within these is explored the 
idea of an architecture that may inherently, in it’s tectonic, be more conducive to change 
and adaptation. 

Modularity

Within this definition, the idea of Modularity has been one of the departure points of 
the study. This is an idea which has long been popularly associated with the idea of 
easy repair, extension and replacement of elements. Most elaborately demonstrated 
in Japanese traditional architecture, in modern times the module has been used more 
frequently to produce buildings quickly with high degrees of standardisation, such as  
post-war housing. In this project it had been attractive as a conceptual beginning to make 
a modular system of elements that could be plugged in and added on to the existing 
precision of the million program housing block. 

The modular element points to prefabrication and industrial production; but while this may 
be a workable solution, it takes away from the idea of using simpler technology, and more 
uniquely adaptable situations. Rather than hark at the world of prefabrication, the project 
should also more equally involve local carpentry and other craft skills that were extant not 
so long ago in this part of the world. While wood beams and planks are produced at the 
industrial level, their use could encourage more involvement at the local level, and even the 
level of the resident’s own agency if the materials and methods were simple and assembly 
was not too technological. Lucien Kroll’s assertion that a 10 cm grid is “too brutal” for the 
tiny changes that everyday lifestyles warrant, also makes the question of module one not 
of elements but of dimensional flexibility and more prosaic methods of building. The idea 
of modularity, then has morphed from a literal visualisation of modules as elements to 
modularity as a restriction on complexity and dimensional order.

Endnote

This study responds to the setup of limited conditions within which to incubate a 
programmatic and architectural idea, which as such may have to undergo much 
modification given the complexity of a real situation. Many ambiguous parameters have 
had to be left out. The legal frameworks of ownership and tenancy, financial viabilities 
and potential models to make such a project possible, the actual relationships between 
authority and industry, actual needs of the particular users residing in the building; all real 
factors which would affect design and implementation, have been only cursorily attended 
to. 

In view of these limitations the project is yet a beginning of much potential exploration into 
adaptability and participation in housing and architecture.

*
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